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High-Performance Web Databases: Design, Development, and DeploymentAuerbach Publications, 2000
IN THE PAST FEW DECADES, DATABASE SOLUTIONS AND DATA MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS HAVE SUPPORTED AN EVER-EXPANDING RANGE OF SOLUTIONS AND TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECTURES. 

There is no abatement to this trend. Many end-to-end Information Technology (IT) solutions in the current environment include access to the World Wide Web and integration with one...
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Information Technology and Product Development (Annals of Information Systems)Springer, 2009
Infusing new products into a company or organization’s product is imperative for the growth of that organization. In addition, New Product Development (NPD) does not necessarily happen in one place over a defined period of time. NPD is most often distributed in both space and time across a wide range of entities. Therefore, distributed...
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Database Systems: A Practical Approach to Design, Implementation, and Management (International Computer Science Series)Addison Wesley, 1998

	The history of database research over the past 30 years is one of exceptional
	productivity that has led to the database system becoming arguably the most impor
	tant development in the field of software engineering- The database is now the
	underlying framework of the information system, and has fundamentally changed
	the way many...
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CyberForensics: Understanding Information Security Investigations (Springer's Forensic Laboratory Science Series)Humana Press, 2010


	The introduction was composed by Jennifer L. Bayuk, the editor of this volume. It

	briefly describes the history of the cyberforensics field and places the subsequent

	chapters into context. The last section of the introduction, Expert Explanations,

	describes the format of the following sections and also how the sections complement...
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Nutrition for Foodservice and Culinary ProfessionalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	THIS BOOK IS WRITTEN FOR students in hotel, restaurant, and institution management programs and culinary programs. Practicing management and culinary professionals will find it useful as well. As with previous editions, this is meant to be a practical how-to book tailored to the needs of students and professionals. It is written for those who...
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Joomla! Templates (Joomla! Press)Addison Wesley, 2012

	Joomla! is one of the best known Open Source content management systems with many hundreds of thousands of applications in the most varied areas of use. It offers the best possible conditions for implementing a comprehensive and accessible Web presence. Thousands of extensions for almost any purpose are freely available. The developer and...
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The Project Management Advisor: 18 Major Project Screw-Ups, and How to Cut Them off at the PassFT Press, 2004

	This is the eBook version of the printed book.


	This is your complete, hands-on guide to saving projects in trouble. 


	Drawing on 20 years of frontline project management experience, Lonnie Pacelli identifies the 18 most pervasive causes of project failure: their causes, early warning signs, and how to fix them...
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Artificial Intelligence in Power System OptimizationCRC Press, 2013

	With the considerable increase of AI applications, AI is being increasingly used to solve optimization problems in engineering. In the past two decades, the applications of artificial intelligence in power systems have attracted much research. This book covers the current level of applications of artificial intelligence to the optimization...
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Herding Cats: A Primer for Programmers Who Lead ProgrammersApress, 2002

	Herding Cats: A Primer for Programmers Who Lead Programmers is a comprehensive guide—think of it as a field manual—to the management challenges of supervising and leading programmers. J. Hank Rainwater introduces new and not-so-new managers to concepts that will encourage them and help them become a...
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Rapid PsychiatryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	"Rapid Psychiatry" is the fifth title in the "Rapid" series of short revision notes books, covering key information in a simple and easily accessible format, using a mnemonic to aid recall. This book provides an excellent revision tool in the run-up to exams, but is also useful for clinical students working on their...
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Database Systems: Design, Implementation, and Management (with Premium WebSite Printed Access Card and Essential Textbook Resources Printed Access Card)Course Technology PTR, 2012

	Practical and easy to understand, DATABASE SYSTEMS: DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, AND MANAGEMENT, Tenth Edition, gives readers a solid foundation in database design and implementation. Filled with visual aids such as diagrams, illustrations, and tables, this market-leading book provides in-depth coverage of database design, demonstrating that the...
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Software Development From A to Z: A Deep Dive into all the Roles Involved in the Creation of SoftwareApress, 2018

	
		Understand the big picture of the software development process. We use software every day – operating systems, applications, document editing programs, home banking – but have you ever wondered who creates software and how it’s created? This book guides you through the entire process, from conception to the finished...
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